Arkansas Game and Fish Commission

Code Book

The regulations in this Code Book are hereby adopted by the Arkansas State Game and Fish Commission under authority of Amendment 35 to the Constitution of the State of Arkansas. All laws, rules, regulations, or orders in conflict with the regulations in this Code Book are hereby repealed by the Arkansas State Game and Fish Commission.
C1.00 Wildlife Management Area Seasons And Limits

C1.01 Deer Season and Limit Restrictions on WMAs
C1.02 Bear Season and Limit Restrictions on WMAs
C1.03 Alligator Seasons and Limits on WMAs
C1.04 Wild Turkey Seasons and Limits on WMAs
C1.05 Quail Season and Limits on WMAs
C1.06 Rabbit Season and Limits on WMAs
C1.07 Squirrel Season and Limits on WMAs
C1.08 Mourning, White-Winged, and Eurasian Collared Dove Season and Limits on WMAs
C1.09 Furbearer Season And Limits On WMAs
C1.10 Crow Season and Limits on WMAs
C1.11 Mobility-Impaired Access Permit Restrictions
C1.12 Special Usage Restrictions on Certain WMAs and Lakes
C1.13 Deer Permit Requirements on Certain WMAs
C1.14 Buck Deer Restrictions on Certain WMAs
C1.15 Elk Seasons and Bag Limit Restrictions on WMAs
C1.16 Turkey Permit Requirements on Certain WMAs
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C1.17 Dove Permit Requirements On Certain WMAs
C1.01 Deer Season and Limit Restrictions on WMAs

BALD KNOB NWR
Archery: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Muzzleloader (all units): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt; all units): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Modern Gun (permit hunt; all units): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions)
(Codes 11.02, 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14)

- 2 bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader (all units)
- 1 buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit hunt
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 1 deer (buck or doe)

BAYOU DES ARC WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Code 11.02)

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 2 does

BAYOU METO WMA (SEE GEORGE H. DUNKLIN JR. BAYOU METO WMA)

BEARCAT HOLLOW WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and the second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun (Mobility Impaired permit hunt): First full weekened in October for 2 days.
**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.  
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 2 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 antlered bucks, and 2 antlerless

**BEAVER LAKE WMA**
**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.  
**Archery: (Devil’s Eyebrow Unit, archery only)**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.  
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.  
**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.  
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks; with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 2 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 2 antlerless

**BELL SLOUGH WMA**
**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

**Muzzleloader (Permit hunt)**: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days.  
**Modern Gun**: closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**BENSON CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA**
**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt)**: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

BERYL ANTHONY LOWER OUACHITA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 bucks (Code 11.02, Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 5 does with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

BIG CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 30 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with muzzleloader and modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

BIG LAKE NWR
Archery: Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Firearms: Closed
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 20.07, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
BIG LAKE WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

BIG TIMBER WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal buck (Codes 11.02, 20.07).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 5 does with archery, muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

BLEVINS WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 5 does with archery
- 4 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 3 does

BLUE MOUNTAIN WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks, and 1 antlerless

**BREWER LAKE CYPRESS CREEK WMA**

Archery/Firearms: Closed.

**BRUSHY CREEK WMA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

Muzzleloader: Closed.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 9 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**BUCK ISLAND WMA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 46 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 5 does with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

**BUFFALO NATIONAL RIVER WMA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 2 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 antlered bucks, and 2 antlerless

CACHE RIVER NWR
Archery: Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Muzzleloader: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader (each hunt)
- 1 buck and 1 doe or 2 does with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer (1 buck/1 doe or 2 does)

CAMP ROBINSON SUA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 3 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit

CAMP ROBINSON WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to Thaksgiving Day.
Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in October for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunts): Thanksgiving Day for 2 days and Saturday after Thanksgiving Day for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (Code 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 1 legal buck with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
CANEY CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February. Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days. Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

CASEY JONES WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February. Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually. Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 20.07).

CATTAIL MARSH WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. Modern Gun: Closed. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 bucks.

CEDAR CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.
**Firearms**: Closed. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery

**CEDAR MOUNTAIN WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

**Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**CHEROKEE WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

**Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (Codes 11.02, 20.07).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer (1 buck, no antler restrictions/1 antlerless)

**CHEROKEE PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

**Firearms**: Closed. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery
- 2 antlerless with archery
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**COVE CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA**
*Archery*: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

*Firearms*: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery

**CROSSETT EXPERIMENTAL FOREST WMA**
*Archery*: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

*Muzzleloader*: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.

*Modern Gun*: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 20.07).

- 2 legal bucks with archery or muzzleloader
- 5 does with archery and muzzleloader combined

**CUT-OFF CREEK WMA**
*Archery*: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

*Muzzleloader*: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts)*: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Modern Gun*: Second Saturday in November for 5 days.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03 and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, no more than 2 legal bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**CYPRESS BAYOU WMA**
*Archery*: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day in February.

*Muzzleloader (permit hunt)*: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts)*: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Modern Gun (permit hunt)*: Second Saturday in November for 5 days.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer (2 bucks, no antler restrictions/1 doe)
DALE BUMPERS WHITE RIVER NWR
Archery: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (north unit). Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (south unit).
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (both units).
Muzzleloader: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (north unit).
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (both units).
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (both units).
Modern Gun: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (north unit).
Cook’s Lake Area (youth permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Cook’s Lake Area (mobility-impaired permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Season limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery (both units)
- 3 does with archery (both units)
- 1 buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit (both units)
- 1 buck with muzzleloader (no does allowed) (north unit only)
- 1 buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit (both units)
- 1 buck with modern gun (no does allowed) (north unit only)
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 1 deer, buck or doe (both units).
- Limit during the Cook's Lake Area modern gun permit youth hunt is 2 deer (1 buck/1 doe)
- Limit during the Cook's Lake mobility-impaired permit hunt is 2 deer (1 buck/1 doe)
- Cook's Lake area: Deer harvested during the modern gun youth permit hunt and mobility-impaired permit hunt are bonus deer and do not count in the hunter’s statewide seasonal limit

DARDANELLE WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. Johnson County WRA: Third Saturday in September through the last day in October and third Saturday in February until last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Modern Gun (mobility impaired permit hunt): Johnson County WRA only: As set by the Corps of Engineers.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the muzzleloader mobility-impaired hunt is 2 deer, 2 antlered bucks or 2 antlerless on the Johnson County WRA
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless

**DAVE DONALDSON BLACK RIVER WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
**Modern Gun (youth permit hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days.
**Modern Gun:** Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 20.02, 21.02, and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit hunt is 2 deer (1 buck, no antler restrictions/1 doe)

**DEGRAY LAKE WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
**Modern Gun (youth permit hunt):** As set by the Corps of Engineers.
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Codes 11.02, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 does with archery, muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit hunt is four, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 4 does
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 4 does

**DEPARTEE CREEK WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December
26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader or modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 2 does

**DEQUEEN LAKE WMA**

*Archery (all open units):* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Muzzleloader (firearms units only):* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.

*Modern Gun (firearms units only; special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Modern Gun (firearms units only):* Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Codes 11.02, 20.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**DEVIL’S KNOB NATURAL AREA WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Muzzleloader:* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Modern Gun:* Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 2 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**DR. LESTER SITZES III BOIS D’ARC WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. Red Slough WRA: Fourth Saturday in September through last day of October and third Saturday in February through the last day of February.

*Muzzleloader (permit hunts):* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and first Saturday in November for 2 days.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days.

*Modern Gun (permit hunt):* Second Saturday in November for 9 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 21.02, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with modern gun permit
- Limit during modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**EARL BUSS BAYOU DEVIEW WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit during modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**ED GORDON POINT REMOVE WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Second Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): First Saturday in November for 5 days.
Modern Gun Youth: First Saturday in January for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 legal buck. Hunters must harvest and check a doe prior to harvesting a legal buck. A youth is not required to harvest a doe before harvesting a buck during any hunt.(Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 1 legal buck with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with modern gun permit

**ELECTRIC ISLAND WMA**
Archery/Firearms: Closed.

**ETHEL WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
◆ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**FALCON BOTTOMS NATURAL AREA WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Firearms:** Closed.  
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.  

◆ 2 legal bucks with archery  
◆ 5 does with archery

**FELSENTHAL NWR**
**Archery:** Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (no antler restrictions).  
A doe must be harvested and checked before a buck may be harvested during any season (a youth is not required to harvest a doe before harvesting a buck during the youth deer hunts). (Codes **20.07**, **21.02**, **21.03**, and Addenda **C1.13**, **C1.14**).  

◆ 1 legal buck or up to 2 does with archery, muzzleloader permit, or modern gun permit  
◆ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck or up to 2 does (no antler restrictions)

**FORT CHAFFEE WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Second Sunday following the statewide modern gun season opening day.  
**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** Saturday following the statewide modern gun season opening day.  
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions). (Code **21.02** and Addendum **C1.13**).  

◆ 2 antlered bucks with archery  
◆ 4 antlerless with archery  
◆ 1 antlered buck or antlerless with muzzleloader permit  
◆ 1 antlered buck or antlerless with modern gun permit

**FOUSHEE CAVE NATURAL AREA WMA**
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Firearms:** Closed.  
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks.  

◆ 2 antlered bucks with archery  
◆ 4 antlerless with archery
FREDDIE BLACK CHOCTAW ISLAND WMA DEER RESEARCH AREA

East Unit
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Second Saturday of January for 3 days.
Modern Gun (mobility-impaired permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 3 days.
Modern Gun (youth permit hunt): Fourth Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): First Saturday in December for 3 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks and 2 does. A doe must be harvested and checked before a buck may be harvested during any season. A youth is not required to harvest a doe before harvesting a buck during any hunt. (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.13).

- 1 legal buck with archery
- 2 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun mobility-impaired permit hunt is 3 deer, 1 buck and 2 does
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit hunt is 3 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 2 does. Youth are allowed to harvest a buck without first harvesting and checking a doe.

West Unit
Archery: Closed.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (disabled veteran permit hunt): Fourth Saturday in October for 2 days.
Modern Gun (youth permit hunts): Third Saturday in November for 2 days, fourth Saturday in November for 2 days, first Saturday in December for 2 days and second Saturday in December for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 buck (no antler restrictions) (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 antlerless deer with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit and disabled veteran permit hunt is 3 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

FRIERSON WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 2 days, third Saturday in November for 2 days, and December 26-28 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer, no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02 and 20.02).

- 3 legal bucks with archery or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**FROG BAYOU WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Firearms**: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery
- 4 antlerless with archery

**GALLA CREEK WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader**: Closed.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days.

**Modern Gun (permit hunt)**: Second Saturday in November 2 days.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions)(Code 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless

**GARRETT HOLLOW NATURAL AREA WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Firearms**: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 antlered buck (no antler restrictions).

- 1 antlered buck with archery
- 2 antlerless with archery

**GENE RUSH WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 2 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
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- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 2 antlerless

GEORGE H. DUNKLIN JR. BAYOU METO WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 1 buck (no antler restrictions), 2 does

GREERS FERRY LAKE WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (mobility impaired permit hunt): As set by the Corps of Engineers.
Modern Gun: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- Limit during the muzzleloader mobility-impaired permit hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 4 does

GUM FLATS WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and third Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 12 days (no dogs), fourth Saturday in November for 12 days (dogs allowed), and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 20.07).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe
H.E. FLANAGAN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA  
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Firearms:** Closed.  
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery  
- 2 antlerless with archery  

HALL CREEK BARRENS NATURAL AREA WMA  
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Firearms:** Closed.  
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.  

- 2 legal bucks with archery  
- 5 does with archery  

HAROLD E. ALEXANDER SPRING RIVER WMA  
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** First Saturday in November for 5 days.  
**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** First Saturday in December for 5 days.  
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 1 legal buck with archery  
- 3 does with archery  
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit  
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit  

HARRIS BRAKE WMA  
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Firearms:** Closed.  
Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 legal buck.

- 1 legal buck with archery  
- 2 does with archery  

HENRY GRAY HURRICANE LAKE WMA  
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.  
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days.  
**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Third Saturday in October for 5 days.  
**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** Second Saturday in November for 5 days.  
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery  
- 3 does with archery  
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit  
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
Limit during the modern gun special youth permit is 3 deer; 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**HOBBS STATE PARK-CONSERVATION AREA**

**Archery:** Season opens in accordance with dates set by Hobbs State Park.

**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with dates set by Hobbs State Park.

**Modern Gun (youth hunt):** Season opens in accordance with dates set by Hobbs State Park.

**Modern Gun (mobility-impaired permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with dates set by Hobbs State Park.

**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with dates set by Hobbs State Park.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 1 antlered buck, tier restrictions) (Codes [21.02](#), [21.03](#), and Addenda [C1.13](#), [C1.14](#)).

- 1 antlered buck with archery
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlered buck or 1 antlerless with muzzleloader permit
- 1 antlered buck or 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt and the modern gun mobility-impaired permit hunt is 2 deer, 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless

**HOLLA BEND NWR**

**Archery:** Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

**Muzzleloader:** Closed.

**Modern Gun (youth permit hunt):** Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes [20.07](#), [21.02](#), [21.03](#), and Addenda [C1.13](#), [C1.14](#)).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit hunt is 1 deer, buck (no antler restrictions) or doe

**HOLLAND BOTTOMS WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader (permit hunts):** Third Saturday in October for 3 days and fourth Friday in November for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Closed.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes [21.02](#), [21.03](#), and Addenda [C1.13](#), [C1.14](#)).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 2 does with archery
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe
HOPE UPLAND WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks(Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun youth permit hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) or up to 2 does

HOWARD COUNTY WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 12 days and fourth Saturday in November for 12 days.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 1 deer, buck (no antler restrictions) or doe

HOWARD HENSLEY SEARCY COUNTY WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 11.02, 21.03).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, no more than 2 antlered bucks or 1 antlerless

IRON MOUNTAIN NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 legal buck.

- 1 legal buck with archery
- 2 does with archery

**J. PERRY MIKLES BLUE MOUNTAIN SUA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Muzzleloader: Closed.

Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in October for 2 days.

Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Wednesday in November for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlered buck or 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless

**JACK MOUNTAIN WMA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks(Codes 11.02, 20.07, 21.03).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 4 does with muzzleloader or modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 4 does

**JAMESTOWN INDEPENDENCE COUNTY WMA**

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and First Saturday in January for 2 days.

Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks(Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 antlerless
JIM KRESS WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 20.07).
  ◦ 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
  ◦ 4 does with archery
  ◦ 1 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
  ◦ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

JONES POINT WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).
  ◦ 2 antlered bucks with archery
  ◦ 4 antlerless with archery

KINGSLAND PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.
  ◦ 2 legal bucks with archery
  ◦ 5 does with archery

LAFAYETTE COUNTY WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 20.07, and Addendum C1.14).
  ◦ 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
  ◦ 5 does with archery
  ◦ 4 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
  ◦ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 3 does

LAKE GREESON WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Muzzleloader (mobility impaired permit hunt): Thursday and Friday prior to the first Saturday in November.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 12 days (no dogs) and fourth Saturday in November for 12 days (dogs allowed).
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the muzzleloader mobility-impaired permit is 2 deer, 1 legal buck and 1 doe
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

LAKE OVERCUP WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer, no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery

LEE COUNTY WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and third Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 30 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 2 does

LEE CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions). (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless during muzzleloader season; or 1 antlerless first 2 days of modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless

**LITTLE BAYOU WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**LITTLE RIVER WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 5 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**LOAFER’S GLORY WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 2 antlerless

**LONGVIEW SALINE NATURAL AREA WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader:** Closed.

**Modern Gun (Disabled Veterans Permit hunt):** Second Saturday in November for two days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 5 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

**MAUMELLE RIVER WMA**

**Archery (permit hunts):** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Firearms:** Closed.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (Code 21.02).

- 1 legal buck with archery permit
- 2 does with archery permit

**MCILROY MADISON COUNTY WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** First Saturday in November for 5 days.

**Modern Gun (permit hunt):** First Saturday in December for 5 days.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 antlered buck (no antler restrictions)(Codes 21.02 and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 1 antlered buck with archery
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with muzzleloader permit
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless

**MIKE FREEZE WATTENSAW WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader (permit hunt):** Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern special gun youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

MORO BIG PINE NATURAL AREA WMA

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 5 days, Friday after Thanksgiving for 5 days, second Saturday in December for 5 days, and December 26-30 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 1 legal buck. Hunters must harvest and check a doe prior to harvesting a legal buck (a youth is not required to harvest a doe before harvesting a buck during any hunt). (Codes 11.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 1 legal buck with archery
- 5 does with archery
- 1 legal buck or up to 5 does with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck or up to 5 does with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

MOUNT MAGAZINE WMA

Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days (dogs allowed second Thursday following the second Saturday for 11 days) and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader during muzzleloader season or 1 antlerless first 2 days of modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless
MUDDY CREEK WMA  
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days. 
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. 
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually. 
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. (Codes 11.02, 21.02). 
- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun 
- 3 does with archery 
- 1 doe with muzzleloader during muzzleloader season or 1 antlerless first 2 days of modern gun season 
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe 

NACATOCH RAVINES NATURAL AREA WMA  
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Firearms: Closed. 
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks. 
- 2 legal bucks with archery 
- 4 does with archery

NIMROD LLOYD MILLWOOD WMA  
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days. 
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. 
Modern Gun (Disabled Military/Mobility-Impaired): As set by the Corps of Engineers. 
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually. 
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02 and Addendum C1.14). 
- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun 
- 2 antlerless with archery 
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader during the muzzleloader season only 
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless 
- During military/mobility impaired hunt hunters may take 2 deer, 1 buck and 1 antlerless

NORFORK LAKE WMA  
Archery: All units: fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Muzzleloader: Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou, and Fulton County units: third Saturday in October for 9 days. Chapin Point and Indian Head
units closed.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunt):** Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou and Fulton County units: first Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days. Chapin Point and Indian Head units closed.

**Modern Gun:** Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou, and Fulton County units: second Saturday in November for 9 days. Chapin Point and Indian Head units closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**OVERFLOW NWR**

**Archery:** Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

**Muzzleloader:** Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

**Modern Gun:** Closed.

Seasonal limit of 6 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions).

(Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addendum C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 6 does with archery
- 1 buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader

**OZAN WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 5 does with archery
- 4 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 3 does

**OZARK LAKE WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt 3 deer, 2 bucks and 1 antlerless

**OZARK NATIONAL FOREST WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader during muzzleloader season, or during modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks and 1 antlerless

**PALMETTO FLATS NATURAL AREA WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Firearms:** Closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery

**PETIT JEAN RIVER WMA**

**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless
**PINE CITY NATURAL AREA WMA**
*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
*Firearms:* Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery

**PINEY CREEKS WMA**
*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
*Muzzleloader:* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
*Modern Gun:* Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader during muzzleloader season or during modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered bucks and 1 antlerless

**POISON SPRINGS WMA**
*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
*Muzzleloader:* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
*Modern Gun:* Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 5 does with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

**POND CREEK NWR**
*Archery:* Archery opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
*Muzzleloader:* Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
*Modern Gun (youth hunt):* Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
*Modern Gun (mobility-impaired permit hunt):* Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
*Modern Gun (permit hunt):* Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions). The first deer harvested can be a buck or doe. A doe must be harvested and checked at the refuge check station before a second buck may be harvested with any weapon (this does not apply to the modern gun youth hunt and mobility-impaired permit hunt) (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 buck or up to 2 does with muzzleloader
- 1 buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the mobility-impaired permit hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks or up to 4 does
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks or up to 4 does

PRAIRIE BAYOU WMA
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader:** Closed.
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks(Codes 20.11, 21.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

PROVO WMA
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days and third Saturday in December for 3 days.
**Modern Gun (special youth hunts):** First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
**Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 12 days (no dogs), fourth Saturday in November for 12 days (dogs allowed) and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks(Codes 11.02, 20.07).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

RAILROAD PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA
**Archery:** Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Firearms:** Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer, no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
○ 3 does with archery

RAINEY WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions) (Code 11.02).

○ 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
○ 4 antlerless with archery
○ 1 antlerless with muzzleloader or modern gun
○ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks and 1 antlerless

REX HANCOCK BLACK SWAMP WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

○ 2 bucks with archery
○ 3 does with archery
○ 1 buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
○ 1 buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
○ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 buck and 1 doe

RICK EVANS GRANDVIEW PRAIRIE WMA
Archery (permit hunt): First Saturday in October through the last Sunday of November for 51 days.
Modern Gun (special permit youth hunt): First Saturday in December for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 legal buck. A doe must be harvested before a buck may be harvested. Does harvested on this area are bonus deer and do not count against the statewide seasonal limit. A youth is not required to harvest doe before harvesting buck during any hunt. (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

○ 1 legal buck with archery permit
○ 2 does with archery permit
○ Youth limit: 1 doe, 1 buck
○ Youth do not have to harvest doe before buck on any hunt
**RING SLOUGH WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Firearms:* Closed.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 1 doe with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**RIVER BEND WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Muzzleloader:* Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunt):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Modern Gun:* Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 1 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**ROBERT L. HANKINS MUD CREEK WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Modern Gun (special youth hunts):* First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

*Firearms:* Closed.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer; 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 3 does

**ROTH PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

*Firearms:* Closed.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery

**ST. FRANCIS NATIONAL FOREST WMA**

*Archery:* Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunts): Third Saturday in October for 5 days and fourth Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- 1 legal buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

ST. FRANCIS SUNKEN LANDS WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 2 days and December 26-28 annually. Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (Code 11.02).

- 1 legal buck with archery or modern gun
- 2 does with archery
- 1 doe with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

SANDHILLS NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery

SCOTT HENDERSON GULF MOUNTAIN WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days. Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 antlered buck (no antler restrictions) (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 1 antlered buck with archery
- 3 antlerless archery
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with muzzleloader permit
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless

SEVEN DEVILS WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and December 29-31 annually.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 37 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 5 does with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

SHEFFIELD NELSON DAGMAR WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit 2 (1 buck/1 doe) with muzzleloader permit
- Limit 2 (1 buck/1 doe) with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 buck and 1 doe

SHIREY BAY RAINNEY BRAKE WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 20.02, 21.02, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit 2 (1 buck/1 doe) with muzzleloader permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer (1 buck/1 doe) (no antler restrictions)

SLIPPERY HOLLOW NATURAL AREA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery
- 3 antlerless with archery

**SMOKE HOLE NATURAL AREA WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery

**SPRING BANK WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and third Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 30 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 4 does with archery
- 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

**STATELINE SANDBONDS NATURAL AREA WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery

**STEVE N. WILSON RAFT CREEK BOTTOMS WMA**
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Modern Gun (youth special hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 5 days (Code 20.02).
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

As of June 8, 2022
STONE PRAIRIE WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Firearms: Closed.

Modern Gun (youth permit): First weekend Saturday/Sunday in November for 2 days. 
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

◦ 2 legal bucks with archery
◦ 3 does with archery
◦ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer; 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

SULPHUR RIVER WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Archery Henry Moore WRA: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of October.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and third Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 30 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Code 11.02).

◦ 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
◦ 4 does with archery
◦ 2 does with muzzleloader and modern gun combined
◦ Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 4 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) and 2 does

SWEDEN CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February. 
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

◦ 2 antlered bucks with archery
◦ 4 antlerless with archery

SYLAMORE WMA
North Unit
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 9 days and Friday after Thanksgiving for 3 days.

South Unit
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
**Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday of October for 9 days and second Saturday in December for 3 days.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December 26-28 annually.

Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 1 legal buck (both units) (Code 11.02).

- 1 legal buck with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with muzzleloader during the muzzleloader season or during modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

**TERRE NOIRE NATURAL AREA WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Firearms**: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 5 does with archery

**TRUSTEN HOLDER WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Muzzleloader (permit hunt)**: Third Saturday in October for 5 days.

**Modern Gun**: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
- 1 legal buck and 2 does with muzzleloader permit
- Limit during the muzzleloader mobility-impaired permit hunt is 3 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 2 does. Does taken during the special mobility-impaired permit hunt are bonus deer and do not count toward the seasonal limit. (Contact Corps of Engineers at 870-548-2291 for specific mobility-impaired criteria; application period July 5 - Sept. 5).

**TWO BAYOU CREEK WMA**

**Archery**: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

**Modern Gun (special youth hunts)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.

**Firearms**: Closed.

Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 5 does with archery
Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 5 deer; 2 buck (no antler restrictions) and up to 5 does

U OF A PINE TREE EXPERIMENTAL STATION WDA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 5 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunts): Second Saturday in November for 5 days and fourth Friday in November for 5 days.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 buck and 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- 1 buck and 1 doe with modern gun permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck (no antler restrictions) and 1 doe

VILLAGE CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 2 days and December 26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler restrictions).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck and 1 antlerless

W.E. BREWER SCATTER CREEK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader (permit hunt): Third Saturday in October for 2 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02 and Addenda C1.13).

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 buck or 1 doe with muzzleloader permit
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 1 doe
WAPANOCCA NWR
Archery: Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) (Codes 20.07, 21.02, 21.03, and Addenda C1.13, C1.14).

- 2 bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- 1 buck or 1 doe with modern gun permit

WARREN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in January for 2 days.
Disabled Veteran (permit hunt): Second Saturday in November for 2 days.
Seasonal limit of 5 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 5 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt and disabled veteran hunt is 5 deer, 2 bucks (no antler restrictions) or up to 5 does

WEDINGTON WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Closed.
Modern Gun (mobility impaired permit hunt): First Saturday and Sunday in October.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2 days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun (permit hunt): Second Saturday and Sunday in November.
Seasonal limit of 2 deer; no more than 1 antlered buck (no antler restrictions) (Codes 20.02, 21.02, and Addendum C1.13).

- 1 antlered buck with archery
- 2 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlered buck and 1 antlerless with modern gun permit
- Limit during the mobility-impaired permit hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck and 1 antlerless
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 2 deer, 1 buck and 1 antlerless

WHITE CLIFFS NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 4 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 4 does with archery
WHITEHALL WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.

Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2
days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Firearms: Closed.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks.

- 2 legal bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer; 2 bucks (no
  antler restrictions) and up to 3 does

WHITE ROCK WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday
in December for 3 days.
Modern Gun (mobility impaired permit hunt): First Saturday in
October for 2 days.
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2
days and first Saturday in January for 2 days.
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December
26-28 annually.
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 antlered bucks (no antler
restrictions) (Code 11.02 and Addendum C1.13).

- 2 antlered bucks with archery, muzzleloader, or modern gun
- 3 antlerless with archery
- 1 antlerless with muzzleloader during muzzleloader season only or 1
  antlerless first 2 days of modern gun season
- Limit during the modern gun mobility-impaired permit is 3 deer, 2
  antlered bucks and 1 antlerless.
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 antlered
  bucks and 1 antlerless

WINONA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days and second Saturday
in December for 3 days
Modern Gun (special youth hunts): First Saturday in November for 2
days and first Saturday in January for 2 days
Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 23 days and December
26-28 annually
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks (Codes 11.02, 21.02).

- 2 legal bucks with archery, muzzleloader, and modern gun
- 3 does with archery
- 1 doe with muzzleloader or modern gun
- Limit during the modern gun special youth hunt is 3 deer, 2 bucks (no
  antler restrictions) and 1 doe
WITTSBURG NATURAL AREA WMA
Archery: Fourth Saturday in September through the last day of February.
Firearms: Closed
Seasonal limit of 3 deer; no more than 2 legal bucks

- 2 bucks with archery
- 3 does with archery
C1.02 Bear Season and Limit Restrictions on WMAs

BALD KNOB NWR
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

BAYOU DES ARC WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

BAYOU METO WMA (SEE GEORGE H. DUNKLIN JR. BAYOU METO)

BEARCAT HOLLOW WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (Mobility Impaired Hunt)**: First full weekend in October for 2 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November until the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

BEAVER LAKE WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First full weekend Saturday/Sunday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

BELL SLOUGH WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 5 days (Deer permit holders only) (Addendum A1.08).

BENSON CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

BERYL ANTHONY LOWER OUACHITA WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
BIG CREEK WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BIG LAKE NWR
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BIG LAKE WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BIG TIMBER WMA
- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November (only on that part of the area in Bear Zone 2), Statewide limit.
- Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days (only on that part of the area in Bear Zone 2). Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days (only on that part of the area in Bear Zone 2). Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November (only on that part of the area in Bear Zone 2). Statewide limit (Code 20.07 and Addendum A1.08).

BLEVINS WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WMA
- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

BREWER LAKE CYPRESS CREEK WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BRUSHY CREEK WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BUCK ISLAND WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.
BUFFALO NATIONAL RIVER WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit. (Addendum A1.08)

CACHE RIVER NWR
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

CAMP ROBINSON SUA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

CAMP ROBINSON WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

CANEY CREEK WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

CASEY JONES WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

CATTAIL MARSH WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

CEDAR CREEK WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).
CEDAR MOUNTAIN WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day in November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through last day in November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

CHEROKEE WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Code 20.07 and Addendum A1.08).

CHEROKEE PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

COVE CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

CROSSETT EXPERIMENTAL FOREST WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

CUT-OFF CREEK WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

CYPRESS BAYOU WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

DALE BUMPERS WHITE RIVER NWR

- **Archery/Firearms:** All units closed.

DARDANELLE WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

DAVE DONALDSON BLACK RIVER WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
DEGRAY LAKE WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

DEPARTEE CREEK WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

DEQUEEN LAKE WMA

- **Archery (all open units):** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit
- **Muzzleloader (firearms units only):** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (firearms units only) (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (firearms units only):** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

DEVIL’S KNOB NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

DR. LESTER SITZESIII BOIS D’ARC WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

EARL BUSS BAYOU DEVIEW WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

ED GORDON POINT REMOVE WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader:** Second Saturday in October for 5 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun:** First Saturday in November for 5 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).
ELECTRIC ISLAND WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

ETHEL WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FALCON BOTTOMS NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FELSENTHAL NWR
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FT. CHAFFEE WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FOUSHEE CAVE NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FREDDIE BLACK CHOCTAW ISLAND WMA DEER RESEARCH AREA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms (both units): Closed.

FRIERSON WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

FROG BAYOU WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

GALLA CREEK WMA
  ◦ Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  ◦ Muzzleloader: Closed.
  ◦ Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 2 days (deer permit holders only). Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

GARRETT HOLLOW NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

GENE RUSH WMA
  ◦ Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum [A1.08](#)).

**GEORGE H. DUNKLIN JR. BAYOU METO WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**GREERS FERRY LAKE WMA**

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum [A1.08](#)).

**GUM FLATS WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**H.E. FLANAGAN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**HALL CREEK BARRENS NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**HAROLD E. ALEXANDER SPRING RIVER WMA**

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: First Saturday in November for 5 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Closed (Addendum [A1.08](#)).

**HARRIS BRAKE WMA**

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum [A1.08](#)).

**HENRY GRAY HURRICANE LAKE WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**HOBBS STATE PARK-CONSERVATION AREA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**HOLLA BEND NWR**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
HOLLAND BOTTOMS WMA

- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

HOPE UPLAND WMA

- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

HOWARD COUNTY WMA

- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

HOWARD HENSLEY SEARCY COUNTY WMA

- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

IRON MOUNTAIN NATURAL AREA WMA

- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- Firearms: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

J. PERRY MIKLES BLUE MOUNTAIN SUA

- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

JACK MOUNTAIN WMA

- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Code 20.07 and Addendum A1.08).

JAMESTOWN INDEPENDENCE COUNTY WMA

- Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun (youth hunt): First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).
JIM KRESS WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Code 20.07 and Addendum A1.08).

JONES POINT WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

KINGSLAND PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

LAFAYETTE COUNTY WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

LAKE GREESON WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

LAKE OVERCUP WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

LEE COUNTY WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

LEE CREEK WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

LITTLE BAYOU WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
LITTLE RIVER WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

LOAFER'S GLORY WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

LONGVIEW SALINE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

MAUMELLE RIVER WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November (deer permit holders only). Statewide limit.
- **Firearms**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

MCILROY/MADISON COUNTY WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: First Saturday in November for 2 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Closed (Addendum A1.08).

MIKE FREEZE WATTENSAW WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

MORO BIG PINE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

MT. MAGAZINE WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).
MUDDY CREEK WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

NACATOCH RAVINES NATURAL AREA WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

NIMROD LLOYD MILLWOOD WMA
- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

NORFORK LAKE WMA
- **Archery (all units)**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Chapin Point and Indian Head Units closed; Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou, and Fulton County Units open third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: Chapin Point and Indian Head Units closed; Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou, and Fulton County Units open first Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Chapin Point and Indian Head Units closed; Seward Point, Bennett’s Bayou, and Fulton County Units open second Saturday in November for 9 days. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

OVERFLOW NWR
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

OZAN WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

OZARK LAKE WMA
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
OZARK NATIONAL FOREST WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

PALMETTO FLATS NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

PETIT JEAN RIVER WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

PINE CITY NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

PINEY CREEKS WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

POISON SPRINGS WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

POND CREEK NWR

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

PRAIRIE BAYOU WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

PROVO WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
RAILROAD PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

RAINEY WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

REX HANCOCK BLACK SWAMP WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

RICK EVANS GRANDVIEW PRAIRIE WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

RING SLOUGH WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

RIVER BEND WMA

- **Archery**: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
- **Muzzleloader**: Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun (youth hunt)**: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
- **Modern Gun**: Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

ROBERT L. HANKINS MUD CREEK WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

ROTH PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

ST. FRANCIS NATIONAL FOREST WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

ST. FRANCIS SUNKEN LANDS WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
SANDHILLS NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SCOTT HENDERSON GULF MOUNTAIN WMA
  ◦ Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  ◦ Muzzleloader: Third Saturday in October for 5 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit.
  ◦ Modern Gun: Second Saturday in November for 5 days (deer permit holders only, zone quota does not apply). Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

SEVEN DEVILS WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SHEFFIELD NELSON DAGMAR WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SHIREY BAY RAINEY BRAKE WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SMOKE HOLE NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SLIPPERY HOLLOW NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

SPRING BANK WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

STATELINE SANDPONDS NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

STEVE N. WILSON RAFT CREEK BOTTOMS WMA
  ◦ Archery/Firearms: Closed.

STONE PRAIRIE WMA
  ◦ Archery: Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November.
  ◦ Modern Gun Youth Permit: First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ Firearms: Closed.
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SULPHUR RIVER WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

SWEDEN CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

SYLAMORE WMA

- **North Unit**
  - **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  - **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
  - **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  - **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November for 9 days and fourth Friday in November for 3 days. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

- **South Unit**
  - **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  - **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
  - **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  - **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

TERRE NOIRE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

TRUSTEN HOLDER WMA

- **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of November for 9 days (closed on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service property). Statewide limit.
- **Firearms:** Closed (Addendum A1.08).

TWO BAYOU CREEK WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

U OF A PINE TREE EXPERIMENTAL STATION WDA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

VILLAGE CREEK WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
WAPANOCCA NWR
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WARREN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WEDINGTON WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WHITE CLIFFS NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WHITEHALL WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WHITE ROCK WMA
  ◦ **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

W.E. BREWER SCATTER CREEK WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WINONA WMA
  ◦ **Archery:** Fourth Saturday of September through the last day of November. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Muzzleloader:** Third Saturday in October for 9 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Modern Gun (youth hunt):** First Saturday in November for 2 days. Statewide limit.
  ◦ **Modern Gun:** Second Saturday in November through the last day of November. Statewide limit (Addendum A1.08).

WITTSBURG NATURAL AREA WMA
  ◦ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
C1.03 Alligator Seasons and Limits on WMAs

All WMAs are closed to alligator hunting.

**EXCEPTION:** On Dr. Lester Sitzes III Bois d’Arc, Sulphur River, and designated portions of Trusten Holder WMAs, alligators may be hunted from sunset on the 3rd Friday in September through sunrise on the 4th Monday in September, and from sunset on the 4th Friday in September through sunrise on the fourth day by permit only.

**LIMIT:** Individual seasonal limit of 1 alligator.
C1.04 Wild Turkey Seasons and Limits on WMAs

In compliance with Addendum A1.02.

BALD KNOB NWR

- **Youth Hunt**: Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

BAYOU DES ARC WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

BAYOU METO WMA (SEE GEORGE H. DUNKLIN BAYOU METO WMA)

BEARCAT HOLLOW WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

BEAVER LAKE WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

BELL SLOUGH WMA

- **Firearms (permit hunt)**: See Camp Robinson WMA (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

BENSON CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

BERYL ANTHONY LOWER OUACHITA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).
BIG CREEK WMA
- Firearms (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- Firearms: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

BIG LAKE NWR
- Youth Hunt: Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BIG LAKE WMA
- Firearms (youth permit hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

BIG TIMBER WMA
- Firearms (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- Firearms: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

BLEVINS WMA
- Firearms (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- Firearms: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WMA
- Firearms (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- Firearms: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

BREWER LAKE CYPRESS CREEK WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BRUSHY CREEK WMA
- Archery/Firearms: Closed.

BUCK ISLAND WMA
- Firearms (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- Firearms: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
BUFFALO NATIONAL RIVER WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

CACHE RIVER NWR

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on all refuge lands located south of I-40. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on all refuge lands located south of I-40. 2 legal turkeys.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** See Rex Hancock Black Swamp WMA for refuge lands located north of I-40 dates and limits (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

CAMP ROBINSON SUA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

CAMP ROBINSON WMA

- **Firearms (permit hunt) (includes Bell Slough WMA):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Monday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Monday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

CANEY CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

CASEY JONES WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the Second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

CATTAILE MARSH WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

CEDAR CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
CEDAR MOUNTAIN WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday in April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

CHEROKEE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

CHEROKEE PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

COVE CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

CROSSETT EXPERIMENTAL FOREST WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkeys.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

CUT-OFF CREEK WMA

- **Archery:** Third Thursday and Friday of April, Fourth Tuesday of April for 4 days. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

CYPRESS BAYOU WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DALE BUMPERS WHITE RIVER NWR

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey, no more than 1 jake.
- **Firearms:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (both units). 1 legal turkey.
DARDANELLE WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DAVE DONALDSON BLACK RIVER WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

DEGRAY LAKE WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DEPARTEE CREEK WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DEQUEEN LAKE WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DEVIL’S EYEBROW NATURAL AREA
- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday in April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (Permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 5 days. 1 legal turkey.

DEVIL’S KNOB NATURAL AREA WMA
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

DR. LESTER SITZES, III BOIS D’ARC WMA
- **Archery:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 20.17).
- **Firearms: (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms: (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).
EARL BUSS BAYOU DEVIEW WMA

○ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

ED GORDON POINT REMOVE WMA

○ **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms (permit hunts):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

ELECTRIC ISLAND WMA

○ **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

ETHEL WMA

○ **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

FALCON BOTTOMS NATURAL AREA WMA

○ **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

FELSENTHAL NWR

○ **Archery:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Closed during turkey gun permit hunts. 2 legal turkeys.
○ **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms (permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
○ (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16)

FORT CHAFFEE WMA

○ **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

FOUSHEE CAVE NATURAL AREA WMA

○ **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
○ **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
FREDDIE BLACK CHOCTAW ISLAND WMA AND DEER RESEARCH AREA

- **East Unit**
  - **Archery**: Thursday following the third Monday in April for 2 days and second Tuesday following the third Monday for 4 days. 1 legal turkey.
  - **Firearms (youth permit hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday, of April. 1 legal turkey.
  - **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

- **West Unit**
  - **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

FRIERSON WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

FROG BAYOU WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

GALLA CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunts)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

GARRETT HOLLOW NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Closed.

GENE RUSH WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

GEORGE H. DUNKLIN JR. BAYOU METO WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
GREERS FERRY LAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

GUM FLATS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

H. E. FLANAGAN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

HALL CREEK BARRENS NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

HAROLD E. ALEXANDER SPRING RIVER WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

HARRIS BRAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

HENRY GRAY HURRICANE LAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.

HOBBS STATE PARK-CONSERVATION AREA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

HOLLA BEND NWR

- **Archery:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2 legal turkeys.
- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.

**HOLLAND BOTTOMS WMA**

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

**HOPE UPLAND WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** See Rick Evans Grandview Prairie WMA.

**HOWARD COUNTY WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 20.07).

**HOWARD HENSLEY SEARCY COUNTY WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

**IRON MOUNTAIN NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

**J. PERRY MIKLES BLUE MOUNTAIN SUA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

**JACK MOUNTAIN WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

**JAMESTOWN INDEPENDENCE COUNTY WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
JIM KRESS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07, and Addendum C1.16).

KINGSLAND PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

LAFAYETTE COUNTY WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07, and Addendum C1.16).

LAKE GREESON WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 20.07).

LAKE OVERCUP WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

LEE COUNTY WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

LEE CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

LITTLE BAYOU WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
LITTLE RIVER WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

LOAFER’S GLORY WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

LONGVIEW SALINE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

MAUMELLE RIVER WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

MCILROY MADISON COUNTY WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

MIKE FREEZE WATTENSAW WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

MORO BIG PINE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

MT. MAGAZINE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.
MUDDY CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

NACATOCH RAVINES NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

NIMROD LLOYD MILLWOOD WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

NORFORK LAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

OVERFLOW NWR

- **Archery/Crossbow:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

OZAN WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

OZARK LAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

OZARK NATIONAL FOREST WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

PALMETTO FLATS NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
PETIT JEAN RIVER WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

PINE CITY NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

PINEY CREEKS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

POISON SPRINGS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

POND CREEK NWR

- **Archery:** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

PRAIRIE BAYOU WMA

- **Firearms:** (youth hunt): Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday of April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

PROVO WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey (Codes 20.07, 21.07, and Addendum C1.16).

RAILROAD PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
RAINEY WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

REX HANCOCK BLACK SWAMP WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 2 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 2 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).
- (all hunts includes Cache River NWR Unit 2 lands within an area bounded by U.S. Highway 64 on north, Arkansas Highway 17 on east, Arkansas Highway 38 on south and Arkansas Highway 33 on west).

RICK EVANS GRANDVIEW PRAIRIE WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt) (includes Hope Upland WMA)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

RING SLOUGH WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

RIVER BEND WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

ROBERT L. HANKINS MUD CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

ROTH PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

ST. FRANCIS NATIONAL FOREST WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.
ST. FRANCIS SUNKEN LANDS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

SANDHILLS NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

SCOTT HENDERSON GULF MOUNTAIN WMA

- **Archery:** Thursday following the third Monday in April for 2 days and second Tuesday following the third Monday in April for 4 days. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

SEVEN DEVILS WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

SHEFFIELD NELSON DAGMAR WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

SHIREY BAY RAINEY BRAKE WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday in April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunts):** Third Monday in April for 3 days, Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days, and the second Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

SLIPPERY HOLLOW NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

SMOKE HOLE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

**SPRING BANK WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

**STATELINE SANDPONDS NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the Second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms**: Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

**STEVE N. WILSON RAFT CREEK BOTTOMS WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**STONE PRAIRIE**

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed

**SULPHUR RIVER WMA**

- **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

**SWEDEN CREEK NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.

**SYLAMORE WMA**

- **North and South Units**
  - **Firearms (youth hunt)**: Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
  - **Firearms (permit hunt)**: Third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).
  - **Firearms**: Saturday following the third Monday in April for 16 days. 1 legal turkey.

**TERRE NOIRE NATURAL AREA WMA**

- **Archery/Firearms**: Closed.
TRUSTEN HOLDER WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

TWO BAYOU CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

U OF A PINE TREE EXPERIMENTAL STATION WDA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey.

VILLAGE CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Archery/Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

WAPANOCCA NWR

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WARREN PRAIRIE NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

WEDINGTON WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.

WHITE CLIFFS NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.

WHITEHALL WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 9 days. 1 legal turkey.
WHITE ROCK WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

W.E. BREWER SCATTER CREEK WMA

- **Firearms (youth permit hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms (permit hunt):** Third Monday in April for 3 days and Saturday following the third Monday in April for 3 days. 1 legal turkey (Code 21.07 and Addendum C1.16).

WINONA WMA

- **Firearms (youth hunt):** Saturday and Sunday prior to the second Monday of April. 1 legal turkey.
- **Firearms:** Third Monday in April for 21 days. 1 legal turkey.

WITTSBURG NATURAL AREA WMA

- **Archery/Firearms:** Closed.
C1.05 Quail Season and Limits on WMAs

First day of November through the first Sunday in February.

EXCEPTIONS:

A. First full weekend Saturday and Sunday in December and first full weekend Saturday and Sunday of January on Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain WMA – limit 4.
B. First day of November through the first Sunday of February on Norfork Lake WMA (Chapin Point and Indian Head Units), quail hunting ends at noon.
C. First day of November through the first Sunday of February on Ed Gordon Point Remove and Galla Creek WMAs (weekends Saturday and Sunday only)–limit 4.
D. First day of December through the first Sunday in February on Ft. Chaffee WMA.
E. Season opens in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Felsenthal and Overflow NWRs.
F. First day of November through the first Sunday of February on Prairie Bayou–limit 6.
G. Closed on Big Lake NWR, Dale Bumpers White River, Holla Bend, Pond Creek, and Wapanocca NWRs, Electric Island, Camp Robinson SUA, J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA, Johnson County WRA, Horsehead Creek and Bob Young WRAs on Dardanelle WMA, Harold E. Alexander Spring River, Hope Upland, Jack Mountain, Little Bayou, Robert L. Hanks Mud Creek, Stone Prairie, and Wedington WMAs.
H. Dates to be determined and announced for special permit hunt on Camp Robinson SUA and J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA.

LIMITS: Daily limit 6, possession limit 12

C1.06 Rabbit Season and Limits on WMAs

First of September through the last day of February.

EXCEPTIONS:

A. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Dale Bumpers White River (North Unit), Felsenthal, Pond Creek, and Overflow NWRs.
B. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Holla Bend NWR (archery only).
C. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Dale Bumpers White River NWR (South Unit).
D. Closed on Electric Island WMA and Johnson County WRA on Dardanelle WMA.

LIMIT: Daily limit 8, possession limit 16.
C1.07 Squirrel Season and Limits on WMAs

May 15 through last day of February.

EXCEPTIONS:

A. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Bald Knob, Big Lake, Cache River, and Wapanocca NWRs.
B. First day of September through the last day of February on Camp Robinson WMA.
C. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Felsenthal, Pond Creek, Overflow, and Dale Bumpers White River (North Unit) NWRs.
D. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Holla Bend NWR (archery only).
E. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Dale Bumpers White River NWR (South Unit).
F. Open in accordance with season dates set by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Dale Bumpers White River NWR (youths on Cook's Lake only).
G. Squirrel season is closed on Electric Island WMA and Johnson County WRA on Dardanelle WMA.

LIMIT: Daily limit 12, possession limit 48.

C1.08 Mourning, White-Winged, and Eurasian Collared Dove Season and Limits on WMAs

1st Saturday in September to 4th Sunday in October and for 39 days prior to and including January 15.

EXCEPTIONS:

A. Hope Upland and Rick Evans Grandview Prairie WMAs are open Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays only during statewide dove seasons.
B. J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA is closed during authorized field trials.
C. Bald Knob and Cache River NWRs: hunting ends at noon each day during regular waterfowl season.

LIMITS:

A. Mourning and White-winged Doves: Daily limit 15, possession 45.
B. Eurasian collared-doves: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.
C1.09 Furbearer Season And Limits On WMAs

A. Gray Fox, Mink and Red Fox Hunting: Sunrise on the first day of September to sunset on the last day of February (day hunting only).
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit 2 per species, possession unlimited.

B. Opossum and Striped Skunk Hunting: Sunrise on the first day of September to sunset on the last day of February (day or night hunting; dogs are required for hunting at night).
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.

C. Bobcat Hunting: Sunrise on the first day of September to sunset on the last day of February (dogs required to hunt bobcat at night) and during turkey season (day hunting only; no dogs allowed).
   ■ EXCEPTIONS:
      1. Closed during turkey and squirrel seasons on WMAs where a turkey or squirrel season is closed.
      2. During youth turkey hunts, only youths may take bobcat.
      3. Hope Upland and Rick Evans Grandview Prairie WMA are closed to bobcat hunting except on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays during daylight hours only.
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit 2, possession unlimited.

D. Coyote Hunting: Sunrise on the first day of July through sunset on the last day of February (dogs not allowed to hunt coyote) and during turkey season (day hunting only; no dogs allowed).
   ■ EXCEPTIONS:
      1. Closed during turkey and squirrel seasons on WMAs where a turkey or squirrel season is closed.
      2. During youth turkey hunts, only youths may take coyote.
      3. Hope Upland and Rick Evans Grandview Prairie WMA are closed to coyote hunting except on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays during daylight hours only.
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.

E. River Otter Hunting: Sunrise on the second Saturday in November through sunset on the last day of February (day hunting only).
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit 2, possession unlimited.

F. Raccoon Hunting: Sunset first day of July through the last day of August (night hunting only; dogs are required); first day of September through the last day of February (day or night hunting; dogs are required for hunting at night); first day of March through the last day of March (night hunting only; dogs are required).
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.

G. Muskrat, Nutria, and Beaver Hunting: Sunrise on the first day of September through sunset on the last day of February.
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.

H. Badger, Spotted Skunk (Civet Cat), and Weasel Hunting: Closed.

I. Furbearer Trapping (Other than Beaver, Coyote, Muskrat, and Nutria): Sunrise on the second Saturday in November through sunset on the last day of February.
   ■ LIMIT: Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.
J. **Beaver, Muskrat, and Nutria Trapping:** Sunrise on the second Saturday in November through the last day of March.  
  ■ **LIMIT:** Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.  
K. **Coyote Trapping:** Sunrise on the first day of August through sunset on the last day of March.  
  ■ **LIMIT:** Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.  

**EXCEPTIONS:**  
A. Only enclosed, pull-activated dog-proof traps may be utilized on Camp Robinson SUA.  
B. Cedar Creek and Electric Island WMAs are closed to all furbearer hunting and trapping.  
C. J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA is closed to all trapping. Chase for pleasure or training purposes is permitted year-round. Closed during field trials.  
D. Furbearer hunting and trapping allowed under the conditions, seasons, and limits provided by the required annual refuge hunting permit or refuge trapping permit on all NWRs.  
E. Buffalo National River, Camp Robinson WMA, and Ditch 28 on Big Lake WMA are closed to all trapping.  
F. Bobcat, coyote, and fox hunting with dogs allowed on Casey Jones WMA in accordance with Code 22.01.  

**C1.10 Crow Season and Limits on WMAs**  

All WMAs: First day of September for 124 days, Thursdays – Mondays only.  

**EXCEPTIONS:**  
A. Electric Island WMA and all NWRs closed.  
B. Hope Upland and Rick Evans Grandview Prairie WMAs are open for hunting Thursdays and Saturdays only during the statewide season.  

**LIMIT:** Daily limit unlimited, possession unlimited.
C1.11 Mobility-Impaired Access Permit Restrictions

A. A person who is permanently mobility-impaired may apply to the Commission to receive a Mobility-Impaired Access Permit allowing the person to access designated areas and to use an All-Terrain Vehicle or similar form of specialized motorized transportation for certain access uses on Commission-owned WMAs and WMAs listed in compliance with Code 20.15. To qualify, an applicant must submit a completed official form with certification from a physician duly licensed to practice medicine by a state medical board attesting the applicant either:

1. Has a permanent physical condition severely impairing the applicant’s mobility and requiring permanent use of a brace, cane, crutch, prosthetic device, wheelchair or walker; or
2. Is permanently restricted by lung disease to such an extent the applicant’s forced expiratory volume for 1 second, when measured by spirometry, is less than 1 liter, or the arterial oxygen tension is less than 60mm/hg of room air at rest; or
3. Has a permanent physical condition requiring use of portable oxygen; or
4. Has a permanent cardiac condition to the extent the applicant’s functional limitations are classified in severity as Class III or Class IV according to current standards set by the American Heart Association.

B. Upon issuance of a Mobility-Impaired Access Permit, the following terms and conditions shall apply:

1. The Mobility-Impaired Access Permit is not a license to hunt or fish. While engaging in hunting or fishing activities, a Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder must have on his or her person the appropriate hunting or fishing license, permits and/or stamps in addition to the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit.
2. Only ATVs or other similar specialized transportation devices with three or more wheels may be used. No two-wheel ATVs or trailers may be used.
3. Upon the receipt of and successful processing of a Mobility-Impaired Access Permit application, the Commission shall issue 2 Mobility-Impaired Access Permit Tags to the applicant. One tag must remain on the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder at all times while engaged in any hunting or fishing activity on any Commission-owned WMA and WMAs listed in compliance with Code 20.15. The second tag must be clearly displayed on his or her ATV or other similar specialized transportation device while engaged in any hunting or fishing activity on any Commission-owned WMA and WMAs listed in compliance with Code 20.15.
4. The ATV or other similar specialized transportation device shall only be used for the following purposes:
   i. To travel on graveled, all-weather roads unless otherwise posted as closed to vehicular traffic
ii. To travel on designated, signed Mobility-Impaired Access Trails
iii. To travel off graveled, all-weather roads and designated, signed Mobility Impaired Access Trails during all hunting seasons; the allowable distance traveled off graveled, all-weather roads and designated, signed Mobility-Impaired Access Trails is a minimum of 100 feet from the center line in compliance with Code 05.05 and a maximum of 300 feet; ATV use within this special access zone is specifically for placement of hunting stands and bona fide hunting activities. Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holders must maintain clear visual contact with his or her ATV or other similar specialized transportation device at all times while engaged in hunting or fishing activities on any Commissionowned WMA and WMAs listed in compliance with Code 20.15.
iv. Travel off graveled, all-weather roads and designated, signed Mobility-Impaired Access Trails, as well as outside the special access zone is permitted only for the retrieval of big game taken by the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder.
v. If a condition exists where a single helper is required to assist the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder, this helper must first be approved through issuance of a Mobility-Impaired Access Helper Permit issued by the Regional Wildlife Supervisor for a particular Wildlife Management Area; for safety concerns, the helper must ride a separate ATV and remain within eyesight and normal voice range of the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder at all times. If the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder is incapable of safely operating an ATV or other similar specialized transportation device, the helper may be approved by the Regional Wildlife Supervisor to accompany the Mobility-Impaired Access Permit holder and operate an ATV or similar specialized transportation device that is designed to safely carry two persons; no additional passengers are allowed.
vi. During all ATV or similar specialized transportation device use, all weapons must be unloaded and firearms must be cased at all times.
C1.12 Special Usage Restrictions on Certain WMAs and Lakes

A. Restrictions Common to Multiple Listed WMAs and Lakes:
   1. Common Restriction A:
      i. From the Monday before the first segment of the regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season:
         a. No boats allowed all day.
      ii. During regular duck season open days:
         a. No entry or access is allowed from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m. (except in designated campsites, parking areas, boat launch ramps and designated boat staging areas); and
         b. No boats are allowed from 1 p.m. until 4 a.m. (Central Time) except boats may be launched after 2 a.m. under the limited condition that any such boat must remain physically occupied at all times while kept in boat staging areas between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m.
      c. On Dave Donaldson Black River and George H. Dunklin Jr. Bayou Meto WMAs, no boats are allowed from noon until 4 a.m. (Central Time) except boats may be launched after 2 a.m. under the limited condition that any such boat must remain physically occupied at all times while kept in boat staging areas between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m.
      iii. During regular duck season splits:
         a. No boats allowed all day.
      iv. During the last day of the last segment of regular duck season and during the special youth/veteran waterfowl hunt:
         a. No entry or access is allowed from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m. (except in designated campsites, parking areas, boat launch ramps and designated boat staging areas); and
         b. No boats are allowed from 6:30 p.m. until 4 a.m.

B. Restrictions on Specific WMAs and Lakes:
   1. **George H. Dunklin Jr. Bayou Meto**: Common Restriction A applies. Boats are prohibited on the Government Cypress Greentree Reservoir. Boating access is allowed from noon until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
      i. Mulberry Access, to include all of the Salt Bayou Ditches to the confluence of Little Bayou Meto
      ii. Buckingham Flats Access to include Big Bayou Meto, and Cannon Brake Access to include Little Bayou Meto only on the Cannon Brake Impoundment
iii. Cox Cypress and Grand Cypress Lake

2. **Bell Slough**: Common Restriction A applies. Non-motorized boat access to designated water trails is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season.

3. **Beryl Anthony Lower Ouachita**: Common Restriction A applies except within the Ouachita River. Use of boats for fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed.

4. **Big Lake**: Common Restriction A applies. Mallard Lake is closed to all hunting except for the special early teal season; fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed. Boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during the regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. The north/south ditch, all lateral ditches, and borrow pits.

5. **Brewer Lake, Cypress Creek, Camp Robinson SUA, and Cedar Creek**: Closed to waterfowl hunting.

6. **Camp Robinson WMA**: Common Restriction A applies.

7. **Cane Creek Lake (Lincoln County)**: Waterfowl hunting ends at noon.

8. **Coal Pile Lake**: Closed to all hunting. Fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed.

9. **Cut-Off Creek**: Common Restriction A applies. Travel by boat is limited to Cut-Off Creek.

10. **Cypress Bayou**: Common Restriction A applies.

11. **Dardanelle**: Waterfowl hunting is not allowed on that part of Big Spadra and Little Spadra creeks lying north of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, east of Crawford Street, south of I-40, and west of Arkansas Highway 103. Dogs, hunting, or trapping devices are prohibited on Johnson County WRA.

12. **Dave Donaldson Black River**: Common Restriction A applies except within the Black River. Lake Ashbaugh and Hubble Lake are closed to all hunting, except both are open for the special early teal season; fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed. Boating access is allowed from noon until 6:30 p.m. during the regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Little River
   ii. Reyno Canal Access
   iii. Winchester Canal Access

13. **DeGray Lake**: All weapons are prohibited on Lower DeGray Lake WRA except by permitted participants of special hunts and bowfishing on the lake.

14. **Dr. Lester Sitzes III Bois d’Arc**: Common Restriction A applies.
15. **Earl Buss Bayou DeView:** Common Restriction A applies. Lake Hogue is closed to all hunting except for the special early teal season; fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed. Boating access is allowed only from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Thompson Tract boat ramp to include boat run
   ii. North Oliver Campground primitive boat access to include the natural slough

16. **Ed Gordon Point Remove:** Common Restriction A applies.
17. **Frog Bayou:** Common Restriction A applies.
18. **Galla Creek:** Common Restriction A applies.
19. **Harris Brake:** Common Restriction A applies except within Harris Brake Lake. Open to waterfowl hunting only Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. All-day hunting is allowed the last day of the last segment of regular duck season. Only shotguns and archery equipment are allowed for hunting. Harris Brake Lake is open to Canada goose hunting September 1-15.
20. **Henry Gray Hurricane Lake:** Common Restriction A applies except within the White River and Little Red River.
   i. When the main road gate at Mitchell Corner is closed, boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
      a. Glaise Creek (to include Glaise Creek access trail #2 from Mitchell Corner north boat ramp to the creek channel) from the WMA northern boundary to the main water-control structure at Whirl Lake
      b. Whirl Lake access, to include Whirl Creek
   ii. When the main road gate at Mitchell Corner is open, boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
      a. Big Bell Lake (to include Little Bell Lake)
      b. Big Hurricane Lake (to include Little Hurricane Lake)
      c. Bollie Pond
      d. Glaise Creek
      e. Honey Lake
      f. Mallard Lake
      g. Whirl Lake
      h. Willow Pond.
21. **Craig D. Campbell Lake Conway Reservoir**: Closed to waterfowl hunting, except on the Caney Creek, Dix Creek, Palarm Creek, and Pierce Creek bays outside posted buffer zones. Waterfowl hunting ends at noon.

22. **Lake Overcup**: Waterfowl hunting ends at noon.

23. **Maumelle River**: Closed to waterfowl hunting. All boating activities and access are prohibited in the Restricted Area Zone 1 on the east end of Lake Maumelle as marked by buoy lines. No hunting, camping or other access is allowed on any island on Lake Maumelle.

24. **Petit Jean River**: Common Restriction A applies. Boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Keeland Lake
   ii. Club House Pond
   iii. Lily Pad Pond
   iv. Kingfisher Lake
   v. Petit Jean River

25. **Rex Hancock Black Swamp**: Common Restriction A applies. Boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Gregory Access (from County Road 758) down the ditch to the Cache River
   ii. Float Road Access (from County Road 752) down the marked trail to the Cache River
   iii. Cache River within the boundaries of the WMA

26. **Rick Evans Grandview Prairie**: Waterfowl hunting closed on all lakes and ponds.

27. **Seven Devils**: Common Restriction A applies.

28. **Steve N. Wilson Raft Creek Bottoms**: Common Restriction A applies. The Jim Sullivan Youth Waterfowl Unit is closed to all access, except for youth waterfowl hunting permit holders during youth waterfowl permit hunts, from the last day of the modern gun permit hunt to the last day of waterfowl season (including the waterfowl special youth hunt).

29. **St. Francis National Forest**: Waterfowl hunting ends at noon.

30. **St. Francis Sunken Lands**: The Snowden Field Waterfowl Rest Area levee is open to foot traffic around the north end of the unit.

31. **Sheffield Nelson Dagmar**: Common Restriction A applies. The Conway George Tract is closed to all access, except for waterfowl hunting permit holders. Boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season
until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Robe Bayou Access to include from the WMA northern boundary to the low water crossing at Interstate 40
   ii. Gator Pond Access to include only the open water pond area and not flooded timber
   iii. Bayou DeView designated water trail
32. Shirey Bay Rainey Brake: Common Restriction A applies except within the Black River. Boating access is allowed from 1 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. during regular duck season open days, all day during regular duck season splits, and all day from the Monday before the first segment of regular duck season until the first day of the first segment of regular duck season at the following waterbodies:
   i. Shirey Bay, Horseshoe Lake, and Hill Slough
   ii. Diversion ditch from County Road 317 to the diversion ditch water-control structure
   iii. EXCEPTION: Fishing and non-hunting activities are allowed on Shirey Bay, Horseshoe Lake, and Hill Slough.
33. Sulphur River: Common Restriction A applies except within the Sulphur River or Mercer Bayou.
34. Tommy L. Sproles Lake Pickthorne: Closed to waterfowl hunting.

EXCEPTION: Commission staff, volunteers, and participants during Commission-sponsored mentored hunt programs.
C1.13 Deer Permit Requirements on Certain WMAs

A. **Buck and/or Doe:** Bald Knob NWR (modern gun), Bell Slough (muzzleloader), Benson Creek (firearms), Dale Bumpers White River NWR (firearms), Cache River NWR (modern gun), Camp Robinson SUA, Camp Robinson WMA (firearms), Cypress Bayou (firearms), Dave Donaldson Black River (muzzleloader), Dr. Lester Sitzes, III Bois d’Arc (firearms), Ed Gordon Point Remove (firearms), Felsenthal NWR (firearms), Fort Chaffee (firearms), Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area both units (firearms), Galla Creek (modern gun), George H. Dunklin Jr. Bayou Meto (firearms), Harold E. Alexander Spring River (firearms), Henry Gray Hurricane Lake (firearms), Hobbs SP-CA (firearms), Holla Bend NWR (archery), Holland Bottoms (muzzleloader), J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA (modern gun), Maumelle River WMA (archery), McIlroy Madison County (firearms), Mike Freeze Wattensaw (firearms), Pond Creek NWR (modern gun), Rex Hancock Black Swamp (firearms), Rick Evans Grandview Prairie (archery), St. Francis National Forest (firearms), Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain (firearms), Sheffield Nelson Dagmar (firearms), Shirey Bay Rainey Brake (muzzleloader), Trusten Holder (muzzleloader), Steve N. Wilson Raft Creek Bottoms (modern gun), U of A Pine Tree Experimental Station WDA (firearms), W. E. Brewer Scatter Creek (muzzleloader), Wedington (modern gun) WMA, and Wapanocca NWR (modern gun).

B. **Mobility-Impaired:** Bear Cat Hollow (modern gun), Dale Bumpers White River NWR, Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area East Unit (modern gun), Johnson County WRA on Dardanelle (modern gun), Greers Ferry Lake (muzzleloader), Hobbs (modern gun), Lake Greeson (muzzleloader), Longview-Saline (modern gun), Nimrod Lloyd Millwood (modern gun), Merrisach Park on Trusten Holder (muzzleloader or shotguns allowed), Pond Creek NWR (modern gun), Warren Prairie (modern gun), Wedington (modern gun), and White Rock (modern gun) WMA.

C. **Youth:** Dale Bumpers White River NWR (modern gun), Dave Donaldson Black River (modern gun), DeGray Lake (modern gun), Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area, both units (modern gun), Holla Bend NWR (modern gun), Hope Upland (modern gun), Rick Evans Grandview, and Stone Prairie WMA.
**C1.14 Buck Deer Restrictions on Certain WMAs**

A. On Buck Island, Cut-Off Creek, Dave Donaldson Black River, Ed Gordon Point Remove, Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area East Unit, George H. Dunklin Jr. Bayou Meto, Henry Gray Hurricane Lake, Rick Evans Grandview Prairie, St. Francis National Forest, Sheffield Nelson Dagmar, and Trusten Holder WMAs a buck must have:
   1. Both antlers under 2 inches (button buck included); or
   2. An inside spread of 15 inches or more in width; or
   3. At least one main beam 18 inches or more in length.

B. On Johnson County WRA on Dardanelle WMA any buck deer may be legally harvested during a firearm permit hunt.

C. On Greers Ferry Lake and Lake Greerson WMAs, any buck deer may be legally harvested during the deer muzzleloader mobility-impaired hunt.

D. On Hobbs SP-CA and Nimrod Lloyd Millwood WMA any buck deer may be legally harvested during the deer modern gun mobility-impaired hunt.

E. On Dr. Lester Sitzes III Bois d’Arc, Harold E. Alexander Spring River, Hope Upland, Lafayette County, Mike Freeze Wattensaw and Moro Big Pine Natural Area, Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain, Shirey Bay Rainey Brake WMAs a buck must have:
   1. Both antlers under 2 inches (button buck included); or
   2. An inside spread of 12 inches or more in width; or
   3. At least one main beam 15 inches or more in length.

F. On Bald Knob, Big Lake, Dale Bumpers White River, Cache River, Felsenthal, Holla Bend, Overflow, Pond Creek and Wapanocca NWRs; Rex Hancock Black Swamp WMA;and U of A Pine Tree Experimental Station WDA, any buck deer may be legally harvested during all deer hunts.

G. In compliance with Code **11.02**.

H. On any WMA within the CWD Zone (Addendum **E1.12**) including:
   Bearcat Hollow, Beaver Lake, Blue Mountain, Buffalo National River, Cherokee (those lands that fall within the CWD counties), Cherokee Prairie Natural Area, Dardanelle, Fort Chaffee, Frog Bayou, Galla Creek, Garrett Hollow Natural Area, Gene Rush, H.E. Flanagan Prairie Natural Area, Howard Hensley Searcy County, Hobbs State Park-Conservation Area, Jones Point WMA, Lee Creek, Loafers Glory, Mcllroy Madison County, Mount Magazine, Nimrod Lloyd Millwood, Ozark Lake, Ozark National Forest, Petit Jean River, Piney Creeks, Rainey, Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain, Slippery Hollow Natural Area, Sweden Creek Natural Area, Wedington, and White Rock WMAs and J. Perry Mikles Blue Mountain SUA, any buck deer may be legally harvested during all deer hunts.
C1.15 Elk Seasons and Bag Limit Restrictions on WMAs

First Monday in October for 5 days (Saturday and Sunday prior to the first Monday of October is youth season) and last Monday in October for 5 days (Saturday and Sunday prior to the last Monday of October is youth season) on Bearcat Hollow, Buffalo National River, and Gene Rush WMAs in compliance with Addenda A1.09 and E1.05

LIMIT: Individual annual limit of 1 elk.

C1.16 Turkey Permit Requirements on Certain WMAs

A. Quota: Bell Slough, Beryl Anthony Lower Ouachita, Dr. Lester Sitzes, III Bois d’Arc, Cache River NWR (north of I-40), Camp Robinson WMA, Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area (East Unit), Cut-Off Creek, Devil’s Eyebrow Natural Area, Ed Gordon Point Remove, Felsenthal NWR, Galla Creek, Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain, Harold E. Alexander Spring River, Holla Bend NWR, Holland Bottoms, Lafayette County, McIlroy Madison County, Mike Freeze Wattensaw, Moro Big Pine Natural Area, Pond Creek NWR, Rex Hancock Black Swamp, Shirey Bay Rainey Brake, Sylamore, Sulphur River, U of A Pine Tree Experimental Station WDA, and W.E. Brewer Scatter Creek WMAs.

B. Youth: Big Lake WMA, Freddie Black Choctaw Island WMA Deer Research Area (East Unit), Cut-Off Creek, Devil’s Eyebrow Natural Area, Felsenthal NWR, Harold E. Alexander Spring River, Holla Bend NWR, Holland Bottoms, Hope Upland, Lafayette County, McIlroy Madison County, Mike Freeze Wattensaw, Moro Big Pine Natural Area, Overflow NWR, Pond Creek NWR, Rick Evans Grandview Prairie, Shirey Bay Rainey Brake, Stone Prairie, U of A Pine Tree Experimental Station WDA, and W.E. Brewer Scatter Creek WMAs.

C1.17 Dove Permit Requirements On Certain WMAs

During the first two days of the first segment of dove season on Camp Robinson Special Use Area, Dave Donaldson Black River (Brookings field), Shirey Bay Rainey Brake, and Frog Bayou (Power line field) WMAs.